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Quintel Beach, Lockhart River

The Puuya Foundation believe that with tailored,
strategic support, the people of Lockhart River will
create a healthy, successful and sustainable future
for their community, enriching lives in the process.
Our Vision

The Puuya Foundation’s vision is for the people of Lockhart River to have
a quality of life similar to, or better than, those of average communities
throughout Australia.
This aspirational vision is long term, and will be life changing. It will deliver lifelong opportunity, from birth through to old age for the people of Lockhart River.
This life of opportunity will include educational success, employment, cultural
knowledge and pride, as well as a long and healthy life for themselves and for
future generations.
The local community has and will continue to be instrumental in determining
and building this enhanced quality of life for themselves. Using the new skills
and knowledge they gather along the way as part of the Puuya Approach, the
everyday leaders of Lockhart River will improve the outlook for every member
of the community.
Ultimately, success will be achieved when a baby born in Lockhart River has
as much opportunity to succeed in life as a child born elsewhere in Australia.
The potential to succeed in achieving this vision fills the community with a
great sense of pride. Significant progress has been made. There is still a long
way to go.

Our Mission

The purpose of the Puuya Foundation is to develop everyday leaders to
empower local communities. The Foundation’s commitment to an authentic
partnership sees the Puuya Foundation embedded in the local community,
working side by side with community members to develop skills, knowledge,
competence and confidence in order to advance the community’s future.
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CHAIRPERSON’S COMMENTS

This year has been an exciting year for the Puuya Foundation and for the Lockhart
River community.
The people of Lockhart River knew that to change the future for our kids and
the community we needed to start from when the children are babies in the
belly, to give the little ones a good start to life, and every opportunity to grow and
reach their full potential.

Dorothy Hobson
Chair

The Puuya Foundation took this seed of an idea from the community and made it
a reality with the early childhood programs and by building the Kuunchi Kakana
(families together) Centre.

These programs and the new building are really important for our community because we want our children to grow
up and do well in school, to get good jobs, stay in those jobs, have good lives and become good parents. Having
a good start in life is going to help change Lockhart River in the future to have more graduates, more jobs and build
the community that we want.
Our Kuunchi Kakana Centre opened in June 2016. It is not
a drop-off childcare centre. The families have to be involved.
From the very beginning, we want mothers and fathers to
understand education starts from early childhood as babies.
It’s good for all parents, families and young children but it is
especially good for new families. Everyone is welcome.
The community has been involved since the beginning.
It is listening and walking beside the community, training
and developing everyday leaders with skills, knowledge and
confidence that makes the Puuya Foundation different.
As Chairperson of the Puuya Foundation I am very proud of our
achievements this year.
We could not have done it alone. We give our thanks to the Tim Fairfax Family Foundation, Lockhart River
Aboriginal Shire Council, state and federal governments. Special thanks must go to the Department of Education
and Training and the Murphy Family Foundation. Without funding and support from these organisations we would
not have achieved so much.
I would also like to thank the Puuya Foundation board members and staff, our fabulous patron and friend Dame
Quentin Bryce, and all the Lockhart River people who came together to support us. The Kuunchi Kakana Centre
has been built and filled with love, hope and strong puuya.
Together, the Puuya Foundation, its supporters and the community can change the future for Lockhart River.
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CEO’s REPORT

The Puuya Foundation believe it is possible for the people of Lockhart River to one
day live lives filled with hope, purpose, and the opportunity to reach their full potential
equal to that of any Australian.

Denise Hagan
Founder & CEO

What makes the Puuya Foundation different is our belief that the Lockhart
River aboriginal community must themselves determine and drive what
form this bright new future will take, and the strategic road they will take to
achieve it. This reflects and acknowledges their generations of knowledge, skills
and cultural awareness, and their insight into the challenges and priorities within their
own community.

We are committed to supporting the community of Lockhart River by building capacity within the community. We
do this by listening to them and learning from them. We walk beside them, bringing in external support where
appropriate, to deliver life changing projects and to train and develop everyday leaders within the community,
empowering them with skills, knowledge and confidence in order to shape their own future.
One example of how our unique approach is put into action is through our Learning Circles: inclusive and collaborative
action-focused group conversations between local Indigenous leaders and workers, Government, policy-makers,
service providers, and business representatives. Learning Circles continued to play a critical role in advancing our
mission this year by driving understanding, authentic engagement and strategically-targeted actions.
The Puuya Foundation’s mission comprises three parts: long-term capacity building, life changing
projects and organizational sustainability. The delivery of the new Kuunchi Kakana Early Years Learning and
Parenting program, and the construction of the new Centre which dominated our work this year directly aligns with
the first two components.
I am proud to report that of the 12 goals
established in our 2014-2017 Strategic
Plan, seven have now been completed. We
are currently formulating plans and making
progress towards achieving the remaining five
goals by the end of 2017.
continued...

Puuya Foundation Board members and staff

www.puuya.foundation
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...CEO’S REPORT continued

Kuunchi Kakana
(families together) Centre
The standout highlight of the last twelve months has
been the opening of the Kuunchi Kakana (families
together) Centre in late June. The construction of this
purpose-built centre to house our early years learning
and family programs was the focus of this year’s
operations in keeping with our Strategic Plan which
called for the delivery of life changing projects. Delivery
of the project required all the time and attention our
modest but dedicated organisation could muster in
order to make it a reality.
The Kuunchi Kakana (families together) Centre and the
programs that are being delivered from it are a great
source of pride for the Puuya Foundation as they reflect
our values, tick several milestones from our 2014-2017
Strategic Plan, and were delivered using the Puuya
Approach.
From its inception the Kuunchi Kakana project has been
community driven. Four years ago the local community
identified early childhood as both strategically
imperative for the advancement of future generations,
and as an area where existing community services
were inadequate. The community asked the Puuya
Foundation to work with them to develop a solution,

and to make it a strategic priority for the foundation.
The dream of the Kuunchi Kakana (families together)
Centre was born.
The Puuya Foundation developed a vision for the Centre
which reflected the Foundation’s vision and mission, and
centred around delivering a comprehensive early childhood
service for children from 0 – 4.5 years that seamlessly
delivered early childhood education, health and family
support services to the extent that funding allowed.
We consulted with the community about which
educational approach to adopt, eventually selecting
the Montessori method which is all about supporting
children to be confident, responsible, independent
learners and individuals. We also recognised and
embraced the community’s belief that the centre should
not take the form of a drop-off childcare centre, but
rather be a space where families and children come
together to enhance education, parenting and family
relationships together in a multi-generational model.
We trained local community members in the Montessori
method, an essential step that enabled us to employ
members of the local community to manage and work
in the centre, delivering the early childhood and family
programs. This is unique in Lockhart River where the

The Kuunchi Kakana (families together) Centre
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majority of education, health and support services
are managed and delivered by non-Indigenous staff.
Training, developing and employing local community
members directly reflects our strategy of empowering
locals with knowledge, skills and confidence through
capacity building.
The program was initially operated from a small, old
facility, however under the leadership of local community
member and Centre Manager Tanya Koko created a
welcoming, nurturing environment where everyone
was welcomed to attend. Still we dreamed of one
day operating from a purpose-built facility that would
be a beacon to the community, reflecting the strategic
importance and priority that the community itself has
placed on the development and delivery of comprehensive
early childhood and family support services as a vehicle
to change the future of Lockhart River.
Our initial expectations were that it would take
approximately ten years to fundraise enough money to
construct a new, but modest building. But in what we
understand to be a first in Queensland early childhood
operations philanthropists, corporate partners and all
three levels of government joined together with the
Puuya Foundation, to deliver a beautiful, sizeable,
purpose-built building from which our programs will
operate. Our programs are driven, led and delivered
by community members, for the community, supported
by expert knowledge when necessary. Through these
programs the Puuya Foundation will deliver meaningful
impact by giving local children the best possible start
at a critical time in their development, helping them to
grow up healthy, do well in school, graduate, secure
rewarding and stable employment and become good
parents themselves.

Veronica Piva welcomes guests to KK Opening
There were many smiles, tears, sighs of relief, and
moments of quiet reflection as the reality of what has
been achieved was absorbed by all those involved in
the journey. The opening of the new Centre represents
the results of up to four years of work by the Puuya
Foundation board, staff and supporters including time
spent on community consultation, project development,
fundraising and staff training and capacity building
through to physical construction.
continued...

The Kuunchi Kakana opening festivities were embraced,
supported and attended by a large contingent of the
Lockhart River community, reflecting their understanding
of the project and its importance, their belief in the
ability for the community to create a bright future with
strategically directed support, and a sense of pride in
their community and culture.
We were also able to welcome and show our
appreciation to visiting dignitaries and supporters from
around Australia who helped to make this project a
reality for the Lockhart River community.

www.puuya.foundation

Young children painted up ready for cultural dance
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...CEO’S REPORT continued
Our beautiful, purpose-built centre is one of the largest,
and most impressive buildings in Lockhart River. This
reflects the commitment of the community, the Puuya
Foundation and its supporters to giving the young
children of Lockhart River the best possible start in
life. Through our programs we will work to break the
intergenerational cycle of poverty and disadvantage
resulting from poor health, poor education and the
resulting poor employment and earnings opportunities,
and as a result change the future for the people of
Lockhart River.

Spreading our message to enhance
organizational stability
The third part of the Puuya Foundation’s mission is to
achieve organisational sustainability. While it is generally
speaking less sensational or headline grabbing when
compared to the launch of a stunning new facility, or
the delivery of an inspiring new learning program, it
is essential to both the Puuya Foundation and the
Lockhart River community. Without long term financial
sustainability, the organisation will be unable to continue
delivering its current innovative programs, let alone
embark on new, community-led life changing projects.
The securing of ongoing, sustainable revenue to
continue working on our mission until it is achieved is
currently our greatest challenge.

We are working to confront this challenge by spreading
the message about the essential work being performed
and life-changing impact that the Puuya Foundation
is having in the Lockhart River community in order to
inspire additional and ongoing support and funding.
To this end we have made a number of advances this
year which we hope will enhance the number of people
who know who we are, why we are different and the
impact we are delivering, and who would like to support
our endeavours in whatever way they are able. This
has included the development of a new website, the
creation of a beautiful video that tells our story in our
own words, and a Case for Support which we hope will
help to communicate the importance of what we do.
We hope you will use these tools and join with us in
spreading the message of the life changing impact our
modest but passionate organisation is having in the
lives of the people of Lockhart River.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all of those, too numerous to mention, who through
their deeds in addition to their words are challenging
misconceptions, giving meaning to reconciliation,
replacing apathy with action and daring to dream that
together we will change the future for Lockhart River.

Kuunchi Kakana Landscaping Team
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GREITA’S STORY

Greita is a formidable 25-year-old woman.
Her childhood and youth were dominated by 18 years in the
child safety system, the loss of three babies to premature
complications and miscarriage, and the diagnosis of the
autoimmune disease Lupus at the age of just 15.
Greita’s understanding of the challenges she has overcome
in childhood and as a young adult, and the challenges faced
by children and young parents living in the Lockhart River
community has inspired and driven her to become the best
parent she can possibly be.

“For my little boy, education is the key. I have no room for error.”
“I’ve grown up in this community, and I’ve seen how some of the older children communicate.
That’s what I’m afraid of, my son growing up not respecting anyone. I want him to respect
people and then earn their respect back.”
Greita says the unique approach being adopted by the Puuya Foundation through the Kuunchi
Kakana Centre is changing the approach to parenting in the community.
“It’s not just dropping kids off for daycare. The focus of the centre is on the parents as well
as the children.”
“We used to do a lot for our son. We used to carry him a lot, but since this new centre opened
it has given us an opportunity to let him learn himself. Now he wants to help me in the kitchen
and clean up after himself.”

“Since Kuunchi Kakana started my son has learned a lot of
things: what’s right, what’s wrong, what he can do and what he
can’t do. As a parent I appreciate having it here and seeing my
son learn, instead of waiting until he is 6 years old and goes to
school.”
“And importantly, both Tanya and Moira are teaching in our customary way as well as in the
English version. It’s building respect between cultural and white men from an early age. We
are lucky in this community to have them on board to help bring the two worlds together.”

www.puuya.foundation
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1. Tjarinndon Taviliniu
loves attending KK
2. TFFF, MFF and families
enjoying outdoor
learning area
3. Jim Watterston, DET,
Director-General; KK
Manager, Tanya Koko and
Dame Quentin Bryce
4. Richard Claudie
(Junior)
5. Elders and community
leaders
5
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1. Murphy Family
Foundation visit to
Lockhart River
2. Kuunchi Kakana Beach
outing
3. Ezmeriah Accoom in
action painting
4. Great Grandmother
Lucy with grandchild
Bailien Moses
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Puuya Foundation
Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
2016 $

2015 $

2,200,056

1,271,354

(534,904)

(490,711)

(16,218)

(4,890)

Other expenses

(604,932)

(266,124)

Current year surplus before income tax

1,044,002

509,629

1,044,002

509,629

1,044,002

509,629

2016 $

2015$

615,709

1,382,726

1,525

2,364

16,333

1,750

633,567

1,386,840

Property, plant and equipment

2,583,941

645,185

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

2,5831941

645,185

TOTAL ASSETS

3,217,508

2,032,025

213,567

85,379

29,889

25,432

243,456

110,811

Employee benefits

8,837

—

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

8,837

—

252,293

110,811

2,965,215

1,921,214

6,453

1,637,260

Retained earnings

2,958,762

283,954

TOTAL EQUITY

2,965,215

1,921,214

Revenue
Employee benefits expense
Depreciation and amortisation expense

Income tax expense
Net current year surplus
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income for the year

Puuya Foundation
Statement of Financial Position As At 30 June 2016
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade and other receivables
Other assets
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Employee benefits
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Reserves
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If the Puuya
Foundation wasn’t
here it would be
impossible for us to
try and address some
of the social fabric
issues here in our
community because
there is no one
focussing on that.”
Wayne Butcher, Mayor,
Lockhart River Aboriginal
Shire Council

Friends of the Puuya Foundation
(Kuunchi Kakana opening)

Kuunchi Kakana Centre opening day photos throughout courtesy of Christine Howes.
Additional photos by Juanita Wheeler.

www.puuya.foundation
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“I think the Puuya Foundation are having a great impact
because they are very strategic in what they do.”
Tim Fairfax, Chairman, Tim Fairfax Family Foundation.
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